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Accessory: Bus Bars, Models BladeUPS Bar 36, BladeUPS Bar 60, HSTNR-U012-36 and HSTNR-U012-60, as Listed in UL 1778, Fourth Edition.

Accessory: Modem accessory kit, Model 103000025, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Accessory Lug field kit, Models 103000803-001, 103000803-002, 103000803-003, 103000803-004, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Accessory: Communication device, Model ConnectUPS, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Accessory: kW upgrade kits, Models 101259086-955 through 101259086-961, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Accessory: Powerware plus parallel cabinet, Model X, where X is 50, 80, 150, 160, 225, 300, 400, 500; Custom tie cabinet Model RL-139645-700, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Accessory Maintenance bypass modules, Models MBM followed by 50, 80, 160, 225, 300 ; followed by a slash; followed by 30, 40, 50, 65, 80, 100, 130, 160, 225, 300 where this number cannot be larger then the previous number; followed by a dash; followed by 20/20, 48/48, 60/60, 48/20, or 60/20, MBM500/400-48/48 and MBM500/500-48/48, MBM 320/320-48/48, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Accessory: Output disconnect module, Model 3EODM, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Accessory: International power-pass distribution module (IPDM), Models IPDMC13, IPDMHW, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Accessory: Extended runtime module, Model EBC-PRC6000, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Accessory, Output isolation module, Model 3K OIM, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Accessory, system load sync control harness, Models 103001360, 103001599, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Accessory: Battery tray, P/N 103000748, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Accessory: Load distribution cabinet, Model MBMEXP400-480/480, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Accessory: Power pass distribution modules, Models PW9125 PPDM, 6K, L6-30; PW9125 PPDM, 6K, L6-20; PW9125 PPDM, 6K, L5-30; PW9125 PPDM, 6K, L14-30; PW9125 PPDM, 6K, HW; PW9125 PPDM, 6K, EURO HW; PW9125 PPDM, 6K, L6-30 and L14-30; 103003918-3901, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Accessory: 0.9 pf upgrade kit, Model 101259086-966, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Uninterruptible power supplies, Models PW9125 5000g; PW9125 5000g FC; PW9125 5000g HW; PW9125 5000g HW FC; PW9125 6000g; PW9125 6000g FC; PW9125 6000g HW; PW9125 6000g HW FC, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Uninterruptible power supplies, Models EO3001, EO3001NA, PRC6000a-RM, PRC6000i-RM, PRC6000j-RM, R6000, R6000i, R6000j with or without suffixes describing cosmetic differences, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.
Uninterruptible power supplies, Series EO3002, Models R12000XR, R12000XR-WW with or without suffixes describing cosmetic differences, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Uninterruptible power supplies, System 225SR, Models 180, 225, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Uninterruptible power supplies, Series EO3007, Model R12000XR-NA; Series EO3007j, Model R12000XR-JPN; Series PW5125, Models PW5125 3000 RM, PW5125 3000j RM, PW5125 2400j RM and PW5125 2000 RM; Models 4074-2400-7194, 4074-2880-7194, UPS5125 2400 RM, or UPS5125 3000 RM; Models PW5125, Models PW5125 3000g-RM, PW5125 3000h RM, and PW5125 3Ki-RM-2IN, PW5125 2400 RM, PW5125 2400j RM, PW5125 2000 RM, PW5125 2000g RM, 2145UPS, 2130 1JX, 2130 2JX, 2130 1RX and 2130 2RX, Series EO3007h, Models R3000h XR-JPN, R3000h XR-NA, 2145UPS, 2130 1RX, 2130 2RX and PW5125 2000g RM, UPS5125 3000g RM, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Accessory battery cabinets, Series EO3007B, Model R3000 XR-ERM; Series PW5125, Model PW5125 120 EBM; Model 4074-K002-V000 or UPS5125 120 EBM.


May be followed by /XXXXXXXX, where X can be any letter or digit. Models 18874, 18875, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Powerwares Plus, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Powerwares Plus 5, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

AT&T, Models 3, 4, 5, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Balanced power industrial 300, Models 225, 300, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Balanced power industrial 500, Models 400, 500, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

9315-300/225, 9315-300/300; Unisys 300, Models 225, 300, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Models E03001, PRC6000a-RM, PR60000j-RM, R6000, R6000j, R6000j, PW5140 6000, PW5140 6000 HW, UPR6000, All models with "PW" prefix may be replaced with "DL" prefix ; UPR6000-1, UPR6000-HW, UPR6000-1, UPR6000-JHW, PW5140 6000: 50LC, PW5140 6000JHW, All models with "PW" prefix may be replaced with "DL" prefix ; 9910-P61, with or without suffixes describing cosmetic differences, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Models 9315-750/500, 9315-750/562, 9315-750/600, 9315-750-675, BPIII 750/500, BPIII 750/562, BPIII 750/600, BPIII 750/675, 9330-20/10, 9330-20/15, 9330-20/20, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Accessory: Cord junction box, Model REPO, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Data Generals, Models 19775, 19776, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Powerware premier, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.
OME Powerware Premiers, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Powerware Plus rack mounts, Models 4, 6/4, 6, 6/6, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Powerware Profile, Models 12.5/12.5, 12.5/10, 12.5L/10, 12.5/8, 12.5L/8, T12.5/12.5, T12.5/10, T12.5/8, T12.5L/10, T12.5L/8, UP828, UP822, UP820, 4093-08-020, 4093-10-020-7494, 4093-12-20-7494, PW9150-12.5EB, PW9150-10.0EB, PW9150-8.0EB, PW9150-10.0, PW9150-8.0, PF1221125UE0000, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Accessory: Sync Controls, Models PSC208, PSC480, PS600, RL133222-500, RL133222-600, RL161408-500, RL161408-600, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Battery supply cabinets, Models 9910-6619, -6620, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

**Uninterruptible power supplies**, Model FE, FER or FES with optional prefix Q, followed by 500VA, 500VA/RBT, 700VA, 750VA/RBT, 850VA, 850VA/RBT, 1.15KVA, 1.4KVA, 1.8KVA, 2.1KVA or 3.1KVA, with or without /10C, /15C or /20C; Model FE or FER with optional prefix Q, 4.3K, 5.3K, 7K, 10K, 12.5K or 18K, with or without /10C or /20C, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Models Axium Pro Series 650, 660, PW9170, PW9170+ or DL9170, may be followed by additional suffixes, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


**Battery cabinets**, Models 1085, 570, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Model 1085, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

**Uninterruptible power supplies (battery systems)**, Model CAB- followed by M, N, P or Q, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Model RBC- followed by 1, 2 or 3, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Model EBPUT followed by up to two alphanumeric suffixes, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Model UTBC followed by up to two alphanumeric suffixes, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Model FBT followed by 21, 22, 31 or 32, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Model EBC120, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


**Uninterruptible power supplies (accessories)**:

**Internal and external bypass switches**, Model BPE- followed by 01, 02, 04 or 05; Model BPI- followed by 02, 03, 04 or 05; Model BYE followed by 40, 50, 100 or 150; Model BYI- followed by 50, 70, 100 or 150, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.
Models BPE12, -14, -15, -16, -20, -22 may be followed by additional suffixes, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Disconnect switches, Model DCU- followed by 001, 2, 3, 4 or 5; Model DCD- followed by 001 or 002, followed by 0, -1, -2, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9, may be followed by up to four alphanumeric additional suffixes, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Precharge/discharge assembly, Model PRE-0004, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Transfer switch, Model ARTS, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Power distribution unit - UPS accessories, Model PDU- followed by 0007, 0008, 0009, 0010, 0011 or 0012, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Zone control panels, Models ZCP1-1, -1-2 followed by up to two alphanumeric suffixes, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Uninterruptible power supplies, Models 9910-P65, R5500 XR-NA/JPN, R5500 XR-INTL, PW 5125 5000, PW 5125 6000, PW 5125 6000HW, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Models FE10KVA, -12.5KVA or -18KVA, may be followed by /10c or /20c, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Battery cabinets, Models PW9155 EBM-64, PW9155 EBM-96, all model numbers may be followed with additional alphanumeric characters. Listed in accordance with UL 1778 (Fourth Edition).


Accessory: Field installed power factor upgrade kits, Models 101259086-968, 101259086-969, 101259086-970, 101259086-971, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Remote monitoring panels, Models 103004221, 103004222, 103004223, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Uninterruptible power supplies, Models 9330C-17/17, 9330G-12/12x, 9330G-14/14x, 9330G-10/10x, where x may be blank or the letter B, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

Uninterruptible power supply, Model 9330EL-15.

Field upgrade kit, Part No. 103004446, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.

MBS Upgrade Kit, Part No. 103004906, as Listed in UL 1778, Second Edition.


Accessory, kVA upgrade kits, Part No. 03004901-xxx where xxx is a number 001-099. Listed in accordance with UL 1778 4th Edition.
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